Honda civic car gurus

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I had a great stress free
experience. All paperwork was done quickly and efficiently. Only took about an hour and I was
on my way driving my new car. Awesome people. I strongly recommend Value Motors. But they
did reply quickly and give me all the info I wanted. Dealer responded quickly to my inquiry. I
didn't purchase the car so had no further contact with the dealer. Dealer kept telling me after I
explained to him that I was looking to trade my vehicle with no money owing. I wanted to get the
best car I could for equal value of my vehicle. Professional and informative Did not purchase
because decided against Kicks due to size. Contacted them and they got back to us very
promptly, providing information on the vehicle in question. I was contacted by the dealer for a
road drive but i changed my mind regarding the car. Not very inspiring. They responded quickly
and was able to see the car the next day. Very courteous Joey was great!! Would definitely
recommend this dealership. Our experience with Andy was positive. Very helpful with our
questions. Gave us a great deal on our purchase. Andy was awesome! I highly recommend this
place.. The Civic's few negatives include the top-trim navigation system, which has been
criticized as non-intuitive, and its cramped quarters for taller drivers. Remember, this is an
economy car, with one trim still deleting even the radio. The compact Honda Civic, the
second-longest continually produced Japanese car in America, continues to compete with the
longest, the Toyota Corolla, with a mid-cycle refresh. SIs come with a hp 2. While gas-powered
Civics achieve more-than-admirable mileage, the GX and Hybrid trims offer options to those
interested in minimizing their carbon footprint. Changes for include a new bumper,
incorporating three air intakes and housing the SI's standard foglamps. In the rear, a new
chrome piece appears above the license plate, and turn indicators are now clear. Together with
a new headlight combination, it's a subtle but distinct difference from , especially with the new
alloy wheels on EX, EX-L, and SI trims. Also look for a new wireless cell-phone link and a
voice-activated navigation system available on the EX, EX-L, SI, and Hybrid, which also now
offer the option of leather heated seats. The SI trim is equipped with a rev-happy 2. Its extra 57
horsepower can definitely be felt, but as the 2. Regardless, the 2. Hybrids mate a 1. While the
hybrid system is well engineered, with smooth, precise, and instant engagement and shut-off,
the system as a whole does require aggressive favoring of the right foot, especially at takeoff.
Finally, the GX gets its own version of the 1. Anything requiring passing, climbing, or actual
driving is more frustrating than functional. While the SI will give you a firmer spring rate, it still
does a very good job of absorbing irregularities in the road surface with little to no harshness.
Most notable are the low-rolling-resistance tires that come standard with the Hybrid. While
providing a slight improvement in fuel economy, they encourage understeer in tight turns,
something non-SI Civics were already dangerously close to experiencing. Engine noise is
prevalent, albeit at least purposely with the 2. At its worst, vibrations can come through the
steering wheel, although never enough to shake confidence. Unless choosing the SI trim,
expect completely acceptable handling, but nothing that would inspire spirited driving. Pedal
feel, however, is top-notch. SI Civics get seats with improved lateral support. Visibility has been
a problem with many reviewers, both fore and aft, although less of a problem with the sedan
than in the coupe, reviewed separately. With 12 cubic feet of trunk space, the trunk isn't
cavernous, but it's more than spacious for a compact car. With a wide and accessible opening,
the only drawback are hinges that occasionally become an obstacle. Front, front-side, and
curtain airbags are standard on all Honda Civics, as well as active front head restraints. NHTSA
ratings came in at five stars for front impacts and side impacts for the passenger, and four stars
for side impacts for the driver and rollover resistance. Its appeal is due in part to its ability, with
a multitude of trims and options, to appeal to a wide variety of consumers. Still, complaints
have come in, specifically around the navigation system and general visibility. Tall drivers will
find comfort elusive, but then perhaps tall drivers should look beyond a compact car. We'll help
you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus,
and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30
million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area.
Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage,
transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you
only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km
Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not
Available. Authorized Honda Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. So happy with the service, all communication from phone calls,
emails have been exceptional. What a great way to buy a car. As a new driver I approached
dream motoring world for my first car, I have to say that they are a great bunch of people to deal

with. Amazing customer service! Highly recommended dealership! These guys were really
helpful, also responded to my enquiry really quickly. Honest and friendly sales team not pushy
at all, explained everything answered all my questions really well. Top quality service, I would
definitely recommend and will come back in future. The dealer was very helpful. We looked at a
few cars and test drove them too. I ended buying a car from them. Very enthusiastic and polite
sales executive contacted me giving all the relevant details. No hassle and no push on sale.
Realistic price offer with good after sales support. The car i bought was delivered to my home
and overall i was impressed. The car i bought seems all i hoped for. I have bought a proton gen
from this company instead of this motor. We are in the process still of sealing the deal so to
speak. They were very approachable , very helpful and friendly company.. No further contact. At
initial contact they said they would send further details and a video demonstrating the vehicle.
This did not happen and upon checking the car details for myself the vehicle was no longer
available. Recieved all information I needed in courteyss manner all information straight
forward. Worth the mile round trip. Great customer service, really friendly, no pressure to buy.
Even the man valeting the car before I drove away was polite and friendly. Highly recommend
this seller. Tahir was very helpful. Very polite. And very patient with me as I asked a thousand
questions before eventually paying for the car. His staff were the best. I will definitely
recommend this company and will definitely be going back!! Very helpful, not pushy. Decided
on a different car this time so didn't purchase but they answered all my questions. We'll help
you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus,
and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and a vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30
million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars in their area. Once you're ready
to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, gearbox, variant,
days on the forecourt, drivetrain, colour, engine, options and deal ratings. And if you only want
to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops or photos, our filters can help with that too.
Used Honda Civic for sale nationwide. By car By body style By price All makes All models. All
years to All years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Civic
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. Image not available. CarGurus user. Request information. Why use
CarGurus? Honda Civic SR. Honda Civic SE. Honda Civic EX. Honda Civic Sport. Honda Civic
ES. Honda Civic SE Plus. Honda Civic Prestige. Honda Civic Sport Plus. Honda Civic Si. Honda
dealers in Birmingham. Honda dealers in Bristol. Honda dealers in Edinburgh. Honda dealers in
Glasgow. Honda dealers in Leeds. Honda dealers in Liverpool. Honda dealers in London. Honda
dealers in Manchester. Honda dealers in Sheffield. Used Honda Civic with 0. Used Honda Civic
with 1. Used Honda Civic with 2. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Merci de votre attention. Sales seemed friendly. Good at following up. No complaints.
Contacted us immediately. Great response, great follow up. Leads to a great vehicle. Waste of
time. I could get new and have the same monthly payment. I purchased a vehicle from this
dealer and they were very professional in my dealings with them. They contacted me
immediately and kept me informed about the car I was researching. Unfortunately, it did not
work out this time, but I will definitely look at them again if they have the right car. Thank you.
First dealership I've been to in a while that treated me fairly. No "I'll check with the manager"
crap. They want money to bring the car down to me from Barrie Ontario! I wasn't going to put
down money on a car I hadn't driven! They had everything set up for me when I got there very
straightforward and easy to deal with. Not helpful. We'll help you find great deals among tens of
thousands of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to
find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down
your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. This car is a beast. Honda did a
great job designing this car, truly one of a kind. I did not purchase it but I am researching it. The
only problem is the dealers selling this car is hiking up the price way over MSRP because it is
such an awesome vehicle. What the car is missing to a nauseating degree is ids absolute lack of
availability on the market. A sad, very sad, scenario. I drove out of the dealer with a car I bought
above sticker price, and the vehicle was not only what I expected but so much more. The Type R
is a true marvel of Honda engineering at its finest. Its comfortable and practical as a daily driver
and a monster on the track. I would recommend it not only to Honda lovers but to those who
appreciate top-no Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Honda dealers in Calgary AB. Honda dealers
in Edmonton AB. Honda dealers in Halifax NS. Honda dealers in Montreal QC. Honda dealers in

Ottawa ON. Honda dealers in Quebec QC. Honda dealers in Toronto ON. Honda dealers in
Vancouver BC. Honda dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. The easiest car buying experience you could ever ask for. Contacted me
quickly once I requested information and Samantha was very pleasant throughout the whole
process. Will be strongly recommending Autolocity Motors to all friends and family. Very
interactive and negotiable man, he answered all my questions and even offered to take the car
to the dealership when he noticed it has a recall on the carfax report. I had a great experience
buying my car through Jamal. He is knowledgeable and so accommodating. He did everything
he could to make me comfortable with the car I was buying. He was quick to respond and made
the entire process a breeze. My mom was also so impressed she will be going through him to
purchase her next vehicle. Thanks Jamal. Numerous phone call with salesman. Truck sold
before I could see it. Great job by sales, they called me a number of times on different trucks.
Just haven't found the right one yet. Very helpful salesman. Very good car deals. You get a
great car for your money. Definitely will be back in the future. Very helpful. Reached out on
several occasions. I purchased a car elsewhere so never actually went to this dealer. But they
responded in a timely courteous manner. Bob at Mini was very helpful and honest. I ended up
purchasing the car and Michelle in finance was also very nice. Great, quick experience! I bought
this car in Norco. Ben brought this car to me in Covina. He delivered and I received the best
deal. He went above and beyond to make sure that the little cosmetic parts were replaced. He is
still working with me until this day! Thank you for your time and consideration! Thank you for
adding the extras that I wanted on my beautiful Black Beauty!!! Good experience will be going
back. They worked a deal with me. Not like other dealers. Thumbs up to Daniel the salesman
good worker, better person. This has been the most enjoyable buying experience ever in my car
buying life! No pressure no stress. They have set the standard in buying a car. Five Star Plus
customer service. It was wonderful! I have purchased many cars thru dealers and this was the
most painless experience I have ever had. I bought the car!! I went thru the whole application for
them to tell me they could loan me an amojnt that cannot be used because jt is less than any of
the cats on their platform. Matt was great and very cooperative over the phone. Unfortunately,
the Yukon sold before I could get to the dealership. Great courteous service. Very efficient and
easy to work with! Would Highly recommend! This site is fake when you get to the dealer they
dont have what you pre qualified then they try to sell you something 4 yomes for expensive I
will never try this site again or recommend it to anyone or the dealer I went to. Mohammad and
Moe made sure to show me all available options and wakes me through all the steps once I
made the decision to go with one of their cars. I had a good experience! Horrible, called about a
car ,when we got there car wasn't on the lot,supposedly it was at another location where they
keep all the salvage cars,they should've put that In the details,drove 2hrs for nothing. Great
experience. I spoke to and interacted with John. Very knowledgeable and friendly. He answered
all my questions and gave me many options to consider. Very good customer service. Excellent
experience. I have not purchased a vehicle from this dealer yet however, I've been dealing with
Brandon through email and he's been great! He answers my questions quick and has always
been available to give me the info I requested. I have never gone to this dealership, but inquired
about a vehicle and they call me everyday or even twice a day for the last two months. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Find Honda Civic Hatchback listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not
Available. Authorized Honda Dealer. In other words, it was a safe and smart choice d. Read
more. The popular Honda Civic went through a major redesign for Both the coupe and sedan
got a new look, new technology, and a new turbocharged engine option. Honda Civic Hatchback
Reviews Review. Love all the features on my new car. The pictures caught my attention. And
now this civic hatchback is sitting in my garage. So if you are looking for a car start here on
cargurus. They will show you all and any car you are looking for. I am obsessed with this car.
Best car I have ever had. Heated seats, sunroof, push start. I really, really love it. I love this
vehicle. Its got the Honda dependency I would hope for. It feels solid. The Sport configuration
means its a blast to drive and I found one of two manual transmissions anywhere within miles
and love it. Compared to the Toyota Corolla hatch its not even close. I was looking at a GTI but

the cost difference is prohibitive 33k vs this Why Use CarGurus? Honda dealers in Atlanta GA.
Honda dealers in Chicago IL. Honda dealers in Dallas TX. Honda dealers in Houston TX. Honda
dealers in Los Angeles CA. Honda dealers in Miami FL. Honda dealers in New York NY. Honda
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Honda dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Very pleasant call from Shawnee. Good deal on the
car too. My logistics of being from eastern NC did not work out for a purchase. They were quick
to respond but I never made it to the dealer. Dealer made a test drive appoinment for me, they
sold the car before my schedule appoinment and didnt bother to let me know the car sold, I
drive from riverside to west covina just for that car they wasted my time, bad costumer service
would not advice anyone to go there. Did not honor price advertised on cargurus! Did not honor
special financing through Toyota for certified used vehicles and tried to have me sign a contract
with another bank at a higher APR! Manager was very rude when I declined their offer! If I could
give the negative stars I would. Very pushy, tried to sell me a car that had been wrecked. Don't
appreciate being treated disrespectfully. My experience was great. Sheldon is amazing and
super helpful. If you do buy a car from them I highly recommend Sheldon! The worst dealer! No
thanks. Terrible, they tried to keep some of the down payment. I had a thousand dollars down
and the wrote a hundred dollars. Terry business ethics, I would never go there again or suggest
them to anyone I know. Waste of my time and gas. The price on the vehicle was correct but
there is a bank loan to pay off. I drove down the road and purchased a vehicle at another dealer
for what they listed online. Everyone inside was very helpful, communicative, kind and caring. I
felt comfortable and no pressure at all was put on me to purchase my vehicle. Clean car fax
until I filled out credit app. Then I find out something was hit on interstate causing passenger
side fog light to be busted dent in passenger door and passenger side bumper to be busted.
They replaced fog light. Pulled dent out of door. Did not go test drive or go to dealership. Dustin
is a great man and knows how to greeting and handling customer. I had a good experience. Fast
and courteous service. Would definitely recommend. Dealer was very fast at replying and
provided options without having to waste hours like the usual car sales experience. Highly
recommend! Ray at Speed Auto Center is a really good individual to work with. He was very
honest and did not pressure me into an auto purchase. The car was reasonably priced and Ray
worked with me to get a deal I could live with. The service and attention to the customer are
some of the best I have had. Ray really takes good care of you and sincerely wants you to leave
his establishment with a good vehicle. I would definitely buy another vehicle from Ray and
Speed Auto Center. Ray is a nice guy. Help me out whit some questions that I have. Also, help
me get a better car to serve me and cost me less. Definable I will recommend Speed Auto
Center. The lady on the phone was very nice. The sales person was agitated. Cursed at
someone on the phone. Pushy at times. No room for deal or negotiations with prices. He stated
that it is what it is.. I walked away, but I really loved the car. The Honda Civic comes in three
body stylesâ€”sedan, coupe, and 4-door hatchbackâ€”that direct attention to its sharp design,
not its small footprint. The sedan has the svelte roofline of the coupe, only the body is
elongated and elegant. Body panel creases and wide, arcing headlights accentuate the car's low
and wide stance, while large, sweeping LED taillights do the same for the rear. Proportionally,
the Civic hatchback's tall rump is a tad quirky past the rear door and the Honda Civic Type R is
the exaggerated car an anime character would drive. But there's nothing else I can knock at the
Civic's exterior. It's visually stimulating without a whiff of cheapness. The model year upgraded
the grilles, bumpers, and wheels of the standard Civic sedan and coupe models. Those carry
over for , but on the Civic Si sedan I drove, there are new matte-black inch wheels, LED fog
lights with gloss black trim, standard LED headlights which look like crystals when they're on or
off , an updated grille, and a new rear bumper with more body-color and gloss-black trim. The
same goes for the Si coupe. The Civic hatchback also gets the new bumper and light changes,
plus new wheels in gray or black. The simple interior, with its narrow center stack and minimal
instrumentation, is built with soft-touch rubbers and high-quality switchgear. The hard plastics
on the lower sections of the dash and on the doors are acceptable and have a fine grain. More
gloss-black trim on the steering wheel and dash, the feel of the metal shift knob, the pulsing red
glow of the start button, and even the way the central air vents play off their symmetry are all
pleasing to the eye. Interior styling changes for include three new dash accents on the
hatchback depending on trim , and for the Si, a thin red line accenting the instrument panel like
on the Type R. The Si also gets revised sport seats with red bands woven into the fabric. Four
engines and two transmissions are available across the Civic lineup, all of which are front-wheel
drive FWD. The base LX and uplevel Sport have a 2. A 6-speed manual transmission is standard
on both sedans, while on the Civic coupe and Civic hatchback, the manual pairs with the Sport,
and a continuously variable transmission CVT is standard on the base LX. The CVT is an
extra-cost option for the manual trims. The hatchbacks, in Sport or Sport Touring, make

hpâ€”and new for , the manual is now standard on the loaded Sport Touring trim. The 1. Honda
engines are smooth, quick to rev, and are a delight to string through the manual's tight shifter I
flubbed a few times, as it's way tighter and shorter in throw than my own car's. The CVT
responds well, too, without hesitation or peaking the engine to high revs for seconds on end.
The powertrains are, in a word, flawless. On the Si, the 1. The Type R, with hp and lb-ft, is
predictably insane. Both the Civic Si and Type R come exclusively with a stick-shift. While the
Type R is a delightâ€”and remarkably composed despite ultra-thin inch tires and all that power
routed to the front wheelsâ€”the Si is more the everyday delight. Adaptive dampers come
standard and really remove the body roll, though the Si rides noticeably stiffer than the regular
Civic even in the normal setting. The combination of a great suspension, precise steering, and a
torque-rich engine without much torque steer make driving the Civic Si a thrill without making
you public-enemy number-one to the police. There's some turbo lag, but the boost arrives in a
linear, predictable fashion without overwhelming the car's steering or grip. For , Honda reduced
the final-drive ratio by 6 percent. Shorter final-drive ratios improve acceleration in all gears, but
can reduce fuel economy. Else, most Civic models with the CVT hit at least 30 mpg city and as
high as 42 mpg highway. The big deal for was a volume knob and better cupholders. The
hatchback now has more sound insulation in the floor, trunk, and wheel wells. On EX hatchback
models, the driver's seat is eight-way power adjustable. Compared to how earlier Civic models
equipped with the touchscreen also relied on touch-sensitive controls for the climate fan speed
and stereo volume, it's significantly better. The three-spoke steering wheel has controls for both
the central display and the instrument panel's digital tachometer and speedometer panel, with
easy access to recent destinations, audio sources, phone numbers, trip information, and more.
Analog fuel and coolant gauges flank the tach. Instead, there is a conventional PRNDL shifter
and the usual pull tab for the electronic parking brake. The center console has a deep storage
bin with item trays and cupholders that slide along rails and are removable. It's nice that you
can configure the Civic's storage just the way you want it. With the coupe as the obvious
exception, the Honda Civic feels considerably roomy for rear passengers in all directions.
Two-stage heated outboard seats are a nice luxury, but Honda's major oversight is not
including any rear air vents. People do enjoy breathing these days, don't they? The trunk's
cargo space is also very roomy, at 15 cubic feet in all sedan trims minus a few unnoticeable
tenths if you select the Touring model with the subwoofer. The Civic coupes have 12 cubic feet
of cargo space. The hatchback is noticeably larger, at 26 cubic feet behind the rear seats and 46
cubic feet with them folded down. It's not Honda CR-V massive in there, but it'll let you take
home that garden rake from the hardware store. The Civic still uses an outdated infotainment
system that runs slower, looks graphically dated, and remains too complex versus the new
system in the Accord and other Honda models. This 7-inch touchscreen, now standard on all
models except the base LX, comes with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto to let you bypass the
factory interface. At least the navigation on top-end trims is Garmin-based, fast, and has
accurate voice recognition. A garage-door opener is now standard on the Sport Touring
hatchback. New to the Civic Si is Active Sound Control, which pumps fake engine sounds
through the audio system's speakers. I turned it off, because fake is fake I played my own tunes
through the Si's watt, speaker stereo. The Si also comes with standard push-button start,
keyless entry, power moonroof, and heated front seats. What's also superb is LaneWatch, a
camera mounted on the right-side mirror that reveals a live feed of your blind spot, with lines
indicating how many car lengths there are from your bumper, whenever you activate the
right-hand turn signal. It's very effective. Automatic climate control is standard on all models,
and now Si models get Honda Sensing like every other Civic trim, which features active lane
centering, adaptive cruise control, and auto high beams. Leather is included on the EX-L sedan
and hatchback, while rain-sensing wipers are on the Touring trim. Honda Sensing comes with
forward collision warning, emergency forward braking, lane-keeping assist, and adaptive cruise
control. The Civic earned the top "Good" rating in all six crash tests. In general, these prices put
the Civic in a position just barely more expensive than the Kia Forte, in line with the Hyundai
Elantra and Toyota Corolla, and slightly less pricey than a Mazda3. Considering the level of
performance, refinement, style, safety, and high quality baked into every Civic, these are great
prices for an exceptional small car. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.

Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Authorized Honda Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Very nice people. Fair price for our trade. Great deal
for the vehicle we purchased. Great experience. Quick response from the company was great. I
have asked a few questions that have not yet been answered, regarding history and condition of
the vehicle. I have an '05 xB with k miles, so this '06 with 60k would be a great replacement. I
love the Scion xB! I bought a plane ticket, and flew to TX. When I got there and saw the car, I
realized it was an A4. The salesman was nice, but was only able to offer to slightly reduce the
price since it was "still a good deal. Just do more checking before committing. They were very
responsive and extremely helpful. Daniel Baraga was the sales person and he was excellent. I
did not purchase this vehicle but it was close. They were great! Wonderful customer service,
they got back to us almost immediately after I inquired about the car. And they were very
accommodating during the sales process! Highly recommend them. Max Motors service was
great. Salesman Peter was extremely helpful and the purchase process was seamless, simple
and hassle free. Picked up the car following day and feel I made the right decision. Staff was
extremely friendly, and provided outstanding customer service.. Thanks to team Star Auto!
Dealership followed up and appointment made. Although I didn't pick up the vehicle I had
looked at, the service rep was very friendly and courteous. Great customer service. The dealer
was very helpful! I got an email asking if I wanted to schedule a test drive, and an email asking if
I had any questions on the car I was looking at. Hi everyone. They lied to me that car which I
want is available. I spent more than hour to get there and after 15 minutes waiting they came up
with stupid issue that both cars are not available. Excellent treatment by staff, and amazing
prices in comparison to other dealerships. Thank you Omar and yoni for an amazing
experience! Love my new car!! Terrible, staff took days to get back to me about simple
questions and were overall shady about the car I was interested in. Dishonest dealerships give
every car dealership a bad name. Had they been honest about the car I would have been upset
but for a different reason, this dealership is a scam. Mohammad and Moe made sure to show me
all available options and wakes me through all the steps once I made the decision to go with
one of their cars. I had a good experience! Horrible, called about a car ,when we got there car
wasn't on the lot,supposedly it was at another location where they keep all the salvage
cars,they should've put that In the details,drove 2hrs for nothing. Horrible experience do not
even bother I warn you!! Received a reply stating that salesperson would be in touch with
Carfax info on the vehicle as well as more photos. We did have a snow storm in the area so I
waited patiently. Vehicle still appears available on their website but no follow through from
Sales Dept.. I can see why ratings are poor. Too bad, appear to have some quality cars. I call
one for a acura tlx and someone toll me like it was sold 1 hour later I call and other employee
toll me Still there, i was driving tonthe dealer and call them again and was sold but Still showing
in the web side that the car Still there. Very pleasant call from Shawnee. Good deal on the car
too. My logistics of being from eastern NC did not work out for a purchase. They were quick to
respond but I never made it to the dealer. Everyone has a Civic connection. Most likely,
bragging is involved in telling about how many miles it was driven before it finally went kaput.
The first Civic, a horsepower hatchback, went on sale in and offered cheap, efficient, and
durable transportation. Plus, the Civic is genuinely fun to drive. Pros: It offers three body styles,
a refined optional turbocharged engine, zippy Si models, and an outright fast Type R, along with
impressive crash-test ratings and tons of interior storage. Cons: It has origami styling and
LaneWatch is not as good as blind-spot monitoring. As with the previous Civic, the
tenth-generation version came in 2-door coupe and 4-door sedan body styles when it debuted
for the model year. A year later, a hatchback, sourced from a factory in the United Kingdom,
joined the lineup. Both engines can pair to a manual or continuously variable transmission CVT.
Driving enthusiasts will want the racy Civic Si or the no-holds-barred Type R. Know that these
performance-tuned variants come only with a manual transmission. Fuel economy ranges from
29 to 36 mpg in combined driving, with the Type R returning 25 mpg. CarGurus recommends the
Civic Hatchback Sport, thanks to its racy look, maximum utility, and refined turbocharged
engine. While the coupe offers But you might take issue with the out-of-date infotainment
interface and the lack of traditional blind-spot monitoring. Honda refreshed the coupe and
sedan in , while the hatch and Si versions benefitted from one in CarGurus gave the Civic an 8.
Honda released the ninth-generation Civic in in coupe and sedan form. Acura adopted the
platform and architecture for the more upscale ILX sedan. For some reason, Honda thought it
would be good to make the Civic look and feel low-rent, inside and out. The immediate outcry
made the company quickly backtrack, and an early freshening addressed some of the major
complaints. Alternative choices included the unusual compressed natural gas CNG engine in

the GX trim and the Civic Hybrid that returned 44 mpg in combined driving. Driving enthusiasts
could buy a Civic Si in coupe or sedan form, each powered by a 2. Avoid the Civic. Not only did
Honda phone that one in, but three separate recalls were also issued for mechanical problems.
Any other ninth-generation Civic is more appealing and less troublesome. The model year
heralded the debut of the eighth-generation Civic, available in both coupe and sedan body
styles. Most Civics included a 1. The Civic Hybrid was based on a 1. A high-horsepower 2. Fuel
economy ranged from 23 to 42 mpg, depending on the model and powertrain. Few problems
plagued this version of the Civic, but this car was subject to recall for defective Takata airbags,
so make sure the replacements have been made. But its array of choice, from body styles to
powertrains, made this dependable, safe, comfortable, and efficient vehicle popular anyway.
Honda released the seventh-generation Civic for the model year. Offered in coupe and sedan
body styles, it used a 1. Manual, automatic, and CVT transmissions were available. The Civic GX
had a 1. Both of these versions of the Civic used a CVT. Looking like a doorstop on wheels, it
was built in the UK and offered more performance and better handling, not to mention greater
utility. Depending on engine, transmission, and body style, fuel economy ranged from 25 to 34
mpg in combined driving. The Civic Hybrid averaged 41 mpg. Every seventh-generation Civic
was part of the big Takata airbag recall, so make sure that work is completed. This version of
the Civic also saw more recalls than later generations, though most of the problems were
relatively minor. One of the most popular vehicles ever sold, the Honda Civic sets standards in
its class and is now the best-selling car in America. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Honda Civic
for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi
Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Pawan.
Nolensville, TN Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Model Generations: to Present: Current
Generation As with the previous Civic, the tenth-generation version came in 2-door coupe and
4-door sedan body styles when it debuted for the model year. In , CarGurus tested the Civic and
gave it a score of 8. Shoppers Also Consider: One of the most popular vehicles ever sold, the
Honda Civic sets standards in its class and is now the best-selling car in America. Read more.
Minor design tweaks, more standard safety and convenience features, and more manual
transmissions arrive as the standout changes for the Civic's model year. Last redesigned for
the model yea. The tenth-generation Civic has been out since , and for , Honda makes only
minor tweaks to this compact car's winning formula of style, value, and performance. Lots of
cars are good these days. Through each of its nine previous generations, the Honda Civic has
upheld thrift and dependability in a very small, fun-to-drive package. The all-new Civic takes
bold chances in elevating small-c. Honda Civic Reviews Review. Great car. Excellent gas
mileage with very good handling. Could use a little more power but not terribly underpowered.
Great car for the money. Good value but missing some important features buttons for garage
door opener, leatherette instead of cloth seat, drivers seat button controls. The car is in perfect
condition. I like the way the inside of the dashboard is, easy to maneuver. The car rides perfect.
I think its an exceptional value. Why Use CarGurus? Honda dealers in Atlanta GA. Honda
dealers in Chicago IL. Honda dealers in Dallas TX. Honda dealers in Houston TX. Honda dealers
in Los Angeles CA. Honda dealers in Miami FL. Honda dealers in New York NY. Honda dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Honda dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Mike and the team at this dealership responded quickly and
professionally. Nice dealership to deal with. Dealership responded promptly but unfortunately
the vehicle was not what I was looking for. Limited experience was positive. I was contacted
right away and had a nice conversation. I have made an offer on the car but have not heard
back. I guess I will keep looking. Excellent customer service - responded quickly. Bought our
vehicle from this dealer. In had a good experience with Empire motorz. After an initial problem
with my brake which they fixed right away I took my truck to my mechanic who said the vehicle
was in great shape. Quick response to my inquiry. Dealer was courteous and honest about
vehicle history. Vehicle was very clean inside and out. Worked well for me to help get me the
vehicle I wanted. Of course I would recommend this dealer. Thankyou Asad! They lied about the
vehicle over the phone said nothing was wrong with the vehicle when it was in an accident.
They didn't put on their description that it was in an accident they wasted my time. Online it was

listed with 1 accident with minor damage, but went to dealer to see the car and asked to see the
accident report more in depth turns out it was a major accident over 14k damage to front of car!
No wonder dealer hesitated to show actual report i had to ask a dozen times. Good to take in
depth look at any accident reports. Responded to all my questions right away and made sure I
had salesperson contact info for any questions that may come up. Pictures and video of the car
sent right away. Very helpful. They were very easy to deal with so far and I am to pick my car up
in a couple of days. Wanted to purchase this car many times already, but can't get into the city
so we ask if the car could be taken just outside of Toronto. NO NO way. We come a long way
and due to my age which is 77yrs and health problems I didn't want to take a chance and get
into an accident. Absolutely fantastic!!! Very honest, attention to detail, easy going, and great
overall service. Thanks guys for a good experience with a car dealer for a change. From the first
phone call to the end of the sale, this dealership has excellent customer service. Salespeople
are professional, courteous and knowledgeable. The whole staff is friendly and happy to help.
They definitely went out of their way to provide a very rewarding experience, and a great deal on
the car i bought. Negotiations were honest and quick. I would definitely return for my next car
purchase, and I would highly recommend Ali and his sales team to everyone! Even though I did
not buy the car ,Ali was more then helpful and I said I would be back in the spring to pick out a
vehicle. Everyone has a Civic connection. Most likely, bragging is involved in telling about how
many miles it was driven before it finally went kaput. The first Civic, a horsepower hatchback,
went on sale in and offered cheap, efficient, and durable transportation. Plus, the Civic is
genuinely fun to drive. Pros: It offers three body styles, a refined optional turbocharged engine,
zippy Si models, and an outright fast Type R, along with impressive crash-test ratings and tons
of interior storage. Cons: It has origami styling and LaneWatch is not as good as blind-spot
monitoring. As with the previous Civic, the tenth-generation version came in 2-door coupe and
4-door sedan body styles when it debuted for the model year. A year later, a hatchback, sourced
from a factory in the United Kingdom, joined the lineup. Both engines can pair to a manual or
continuously variable transmission CVT. Driving enthusiasts will want the racy Civic Si or the
no-holds-barred Type R. Know that these performance-tuned variants come only with a manual
transmission. Fuel economy ranges from 29 to 36 mpg in combined driving, with the Type R
returning 25 mpg. CarGurus recommends the Civic Hatchback Sport, thanks to its racy look,
maximum utility, and refined turbocharged engine. While the coupe offers But you might take
issue with the out-of-date infotainment interface and the lack of traditional blind-spot
monitoring. Honda refreshed the coupe and sedan in , while the hatch and Si versions
benefitted from one in CarGurus gave the Civic an 8. Honda released the ninth-generation Civic
in in coupe and sedan form. Acura adopted the platform and architecture for the more upscale
ILX sedan. For some reason, Honda thought it would be good to make the Civic look and feel
low-rent, inside and out. The immediate outcry made the company quickly backtrack, and an
early freshening addressed some of the major complaints. Alternative choices included the
unusual compressed natural gas CNG engine in the GX trim and the Civic Hybrid that returned
44 mpg in combined driving. Driving enthusiasts could buy a Civic Si in coupe or sedan form,
each powered by a 2. Avoid the Civic. Not only did Honda phone that one in, but three separate
recalls were also issued for mechanical problems. Any other ninth-generation Civic is more
appealing and less troublesome. The model year heralded the debut of the eighth-generation
Civic, available in both coupe and sedan body styles. Most Civics included a 1. The Civic Hybrid
was based on a 1. A high-horsepower 2. Fuel economy ranged from 23 to 42 mpg, depending on
the model and powertrain. Few problems plagued this version of the Civic, but this car was
subject to recall for defective Takata airbags, so make sure the replacements have been made.
But its array of choice, from body styles to powertrains, made this dependable, safe,
comfortable, and efficient vehicle popular anyway. Honda released the seventh-generation Civic
for the model year. Offered in coupe and sedan body styles, it used a 1. Manual, automatic, and
CVT transmissions were available. The Civic GX had a 1. Both of these versions of the Civic
used a CVT. Looking like a doorstop on wheels, it was built in the UK and offered more
performance and better handling, not to mention greater utility. Depending on engine,
transmission, and body style, fuel economy ranged from 25 to 34 mpg in combined driving. The
Civic Hybrid averaged 41 mpg. Every seventh-generation Civic was part of the big Takata airbag
recall, so make sure that work is completed. This version of the Civic also saw more recalls than
later generations, though most of the problems were relatively minor. One of the most popular
vehicles ever sold, the Honda Civic sets standards in its class and is now the best-selling car in
America. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by

price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km
km km Nationwide. Honda Civic. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Model Generations:
to Present: Current Generation As with the previous Civic, the tenth-generation version came in
2-door coupe and 4-door sedan body styles when it debuted for the model year. In , CarGurus
tested the Civic and gave it a score of 8. Shoppers Also Consider: One of the most popular
vehicles ever sold, the Honda Civic sets standards in its class and is now the best-selling car in
America. Read more. Minor design tweaks, more standard safety and convenience features, and
more manual transmissions arrive as the standout changes for the Civic's model year. Last
redesigned for the model yea. The tenth-generation Civic has been out since , and for , Honda
makes only minor tweaks to this compact car's winning formula of style, value, and
performance. Lots of cars are good these days. Through each of its nine previous generations,
the Honda Civic has upheld thrift and dependability in a very small, fun-to-drive package. The
all-new Civic takes bold chances in elevating small-c. Whitby Oshawa Honda. Sterling Honda.
Honda Civic Reviews Review. Great car. Excellent gas mileage with very good handling. Could
use a little more power but not terribly underpowered. Great car for the money. Good value but
missing some important features buttons for garage door opener, leatherette instead of cloth
seat, drivers seat button controls. The car is in perfect condition. I like the way the inside of the
dashboard is, easy to maneuver. The car rides perfect. I think its an exceptional value. Why Use
CarGurus? Honda dealers in Toronto ON. Honda dealers in North York ON. Honda dealers in
Scarborough ON. Honda dealers in Mississauga ON. Honda dealers in Woodbridge ON. Honda
dealers in Richmond Hill ON. Honda dealers in Markham ON. Honda dealers in Brampton ON.
Honda dealers in Pickering ON. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Great experience. They got back to me very fast. Freindly and genuine, nice people to deal
with. I would definatly recommend them to friends and family. The vehicle is not in stock and
are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me. I had a great stress free experience. All
paperwork was done quickly and efficiently. Only took about an hour and I was on my way
driving my new car. Awesome people. I strongly recommend Value Motors. I received a call
back on the pickup and was given a few positive options on purchasing it. The salesman called
and asked if I had read the Carfax I told him no. After that I lost interest however appreciate his
honesty. Picked out a car and contacted them. Salesperson was helpful immediately. Due to
covid uncertainties, and some other bills coming soon, we had to cancel our interest. They were
very understanding and supportive. John was very friendly, not pushy and honest. He was a
pleasure to deal with and I wouldn't hesitate to deal with him again. He listens and understands
your needs in what you are looking for in a vehicle and made some great suggestions for me to
look at. See Rafeal for excellent and honest customer care. Everyone I dealt with there was a
pleasure to do business with. Made an appointment to see a car I was very interested in which
was promised to be set aside for me to see - received an email enroute to dealership from
Surrey advising me it was sold. Disappointed in the lack of customer service. Nothing much to
say as mine was just a minor question which the dealership promptly answered. Very pleasant
and accommodating. Seems really honest. He made a very valid point that when buying a used
car it does not come with the amount of inspection reports that buying a rebuilt car does. Dealer
was very helpful, as well as the finance team they made purchasing the car easy and pleasent. I
really wanted this car. Graham was very pleasant and not pressuring. Everyone has a Civic
connection. Most likely, bragging is involved in telling about how many miles it was driven
before it finally went kaput. The first Civic, a horsepower hatchback, went on sale in and offered
cheap, efficient, and durable transportation. Plus, the Civic is genuinely fun to drive. Pros: It
offers three body styles, a refined optional turbocharged engine, zippy Si models, and an
outright fast Type R, along with impressive crash-test ratings and tons of interior storage. Cons:
It has origami styling and LaneWatch is not as good as blind-spot monitoring. As with the
previous Civic, the tenth-generation version came in 2-door coupe and 4-door sedan body
styles when it debuted for the model year. A year later, a hatchback, sourced from a factory in
the United Kingdom, joined the lineup. Both engines can pair to a manual or continuously
variable transmission CVT. Driving enthusiasts will want the racy Civic Si or the
no-holds-barred Type R. Know that these performance-tuned variants come only with a manual
transmission. Fuel economy ranges from 29 to 36 mpg in combined driving, with the Type R
returning 25 mpg. CarGurus recommends the Civic Hatchback Sport, thanks to its racy look,
maximum utility, and refined turbocharged engine. While the coupe offers But you might take
issue with the out-of-date infotainment interface and the lack of traditional blind-spot
monitoring. Honda refreshed the coupe and sedan in , while the hatch and Si versions

benefitted from one in CarGurus gave the Civic an 8. Honda released the ninth-generation Civic
in in coupe and sedan form. Acura adopted the platform and architecture for the more upscale
ILX sedan. For some reason, Honda thought it would be good to make the Civic look and feel
low-rent, inside and out. The immediate outcry made the company quickly backtrack, and an
early freshening addressed some of the major complaints. Alternative choices included the
unusual compressed natural gas CNG engine in the GX trim and the Civic Hybrid that returned
44 mpg in combined driving. Driving enthusiasts could buy a Civic Si in coupe or sedan form,
each powered by a 2. Avoid the Civic. Not only did Honda phone that one in, but three separate
recalls were also issued for mechanical problems. Any other ninth-generation Civic is more
appealing and less troublesome. The model year heralded the debut of the eighth-generation
Civic, available in both coupe and sedan body styles. Most Civics included a 1. The Civic Hybrid
was based on a 1. A high-horsepower 2. Fuel economy ranged from 23 to 42 mpg, depending on
the model and powertrain. Few problems plagued this version of the Civic, but this car was
subject to recall for defective Takata airbags, so make sure the replacements have been made.
But its array of choice, from body styles to powertrains, made this dependable, safe,
comfortable, and efficient vehicle popular anyway. Honda released the seventh-generation Civic
for the model year. Offered in coupe and sedan body styles, it used a 1. Manual, automatic, and
CVT transmissions were available. The Civic GX had a 1. Both of these versions of the Civic
used a CVT. Looking like a doorstop on wheels, it was built in the UK and offered more
performance and better handling, not to mention greater utility. Depending on engine,
transmission, and body style, fuel economy ranged from 25 to 34 mpg in combined driving. The
Civic Hybrid averaged 41 mpg. Every seventh-generation Civic was part of the big Takata airbag
recall, so make sure that work is completed. This version of the Civic also saw more recalls than
later generations, though most of the problems were relatively minor. One of the most popular
vehicles ever sold, the Honda Civic sets standards in its class and is now the best-selling car in
America. We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our
filters can help with that too. Used Honda Civic for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years.
Postal Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Find Honda Civic listings in
your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Honda Dealer. Model Generations:
to Present: Current Generation As with the previous Civic, the tenth-generation version came in
2-door coupe and 4-door sedan body styles when it debuted for the model year. In , CarGurus
tested the Civic and gave it a score of 8. Shoppers Also Consider: One of the most popular
vehicles ever sold, the Honda Civic sets standards in its class and is now the best-selling car in
America. Read more. Minor design tweaks, more standard safety and convenience features, and
more manual transmissions arrive as the standout changes for the Civic's model year. Last
redesigned for the model yea. The tenth-generation Civic has been out since , and for , Honda
makes only minor tweaks to this compact car's winning formula of style, value,
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and performance. Lots of cars are good these days. Through each of its nine previous
generations, the Honda Civic has upheld thrift and dependability in a very small, fun-to-drive
package. The all-new Civic takes bold chances in elevating small-c. Honda Civic Reviews
Review. Great car. Excellent gas mileage with very good handling. Could use a little more power
but not terribly underpowered. Great car for the money. Good value but missing some important
features buttons for garage door opener, leatherette instead of cloth seat, drivers seat button
controls. The car is in perfect condition. I like the way the inside of the dashboard is, easy to
maneuver. The car rides perfect. I think its an exceptional value. Why Use CarGurus? Honda
dealers in Calgary AB. Honda dealers in Edmonton AB. Honda dealers in Halifax NS. Honda
dealers in Montreal QC. Honda dealers in Ottawa ON. Honda dealers in Quebec QC. Honda
dealers in Toronto ON. Honda dealers in Vancouver BC. Honda dealers in Winnipeg MB.

